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Where we’re heading today
Placing global trends into context
What are those trends?
Consumer democratization
India in the global context
Red China’s folly
Tackling the immorality
Learned misbehaviours
Transparency—and humility



Greed is not good

From Michael Douglas
to Michael Lewis:

Liar’s Poker: Rising through
the Wreckage on Wall Street

Condé Nast Portfolio,
December 2008 issue



Change

Did the people of the
world wish for change
because of
US foreign policy,
or because of the way
US globalization
has been conducted?



The car industry

Ford sells a model
with newer
technology here in
the compact sector
than in the US: it
doesn’t realize that
its subsidiaries
make better cars.



Consumer
democratization

No Logo has a logo



The internet viewing public—
not including mobiles

Country 1997 2008 (est.)
USA 3 crore 22·0 crore
Red China 6·2 lakh 25·3 crore
India 4·5 lakh 6 crore



The technocracy

Economics as religion
Corporate interests
before human interests

John Ralston Saul: The Collapse of
Globalism and the Reinvention of the
World. Camberwell, Victoria: Penguin
Books 2004.



India today

2008 has been a year
where India has
really been noticed:

Corus and Tetley Tea are Tata
acquisitions that do not affect
consumers’ perceptions

Jaguar and Land Rover do



Indian images overseas



Branding

The ways in which an organization
communicates,
differentiates and
symbolizes itself
to all of its audiences.



Red China is not innovating

Competing on price and building
others’ designs, while letting
sustainability suffer.

There is no merit in pursuing such
marketing strategies long-term.



Where is the Beijing
Games’ goodwill now?



India is a ready-made partner

Innovates
Intellectual property protection
More conscious of primary sector
Common law heritage
English as its business lingua franca



Humanism

Putting people first
Economics as a tool
Human interests
before corporate interests
Bottom–up more than top–down



Brand owners are merely stewards
who manage their audiences’
perceptions.

They must, therefore, be connected
to audiences, especially through the
internet.

This is a job for top management as
much as anyone else in the firm.



Indian ideas

Some Indian ideas appeal,
even if they have come through
promotion and tourist marketing.

The service industry’s transparency
and regular client communication are
actually foundations for
differentiation in Indian brands.



Lucire



Break the cycle of
“learned misbehaviours”

This is the fun part of being in
business—and live a brand that you are
passionate about.



Always know why you are doing it—
and be clear about
the vision behind the brand.

You should be able
to state the vision
in slogan form—
and that slogan should be unique.



Transparency—and humility

Internal audiences must know the
vision and strategy first,
before you let external audiences know.



There is a western caste system:
one that has been shrouded in the
pursuit of economics as religion.



Indian brands can compete on
transparency,

by contrasting arrogance,

by expressing humility and openness.



The old-tech image is
disappearing,

in favour of something
rugged and able,

with a future that’s
world-beating and
sleek.



Never lose sight of your
identity, because you
already know the way

forward within yourself.


